Introduction.
In a general Finsler space S. S. Chern [2] defined an infinite number of Euclidean connections which include the connection defined by E. Cartan and others as a particular cases. The purpose of this note is to discuss in a modern view-point Euclidean connections in a Finsler manifold and to give a gee netrical interpretation to the connections defined by S. S. Chern. Throughout the whole discussion the following conventions are adopted: By differentiability we understand always that of class C, and differential forms of degree 1 of class C are all called as 1-forms. Given a 1-form over a manifold M by w, we denote the restriction of it at a point x of M by wx. We denote wx by w, too for brevity if it is not ambiguous from the context. For vector field and so on this convention is also applied.
Let us assume that Latin indices b, c, d, h, i, j, k, t run from 1 to n and Creek indices a, B, y, b from 1 to -1. The auther wishes to express here his sincere gratitude to Prof. S. Sasaki for his kind assistance during the preparation of the manuscript.
Preliminaries.
Let M be an n-dimensional connected differentiable manifold. Let T(M) be the tangent bundle over M so that each point of the bundle space T is represented by a pair (x, y) of a point x E M and a tangent vector y at x. Let p be the canonical projection T-M.
For a coordinate neighbourhood V of M we can endow to each point (x, y) of p-1(V) with coordinates xi, yi where xi are the coordinates of x and yi are the components of y there. Such coordinates are called canonical local coordinates, briefly Ccoordinates, in T (induced from V). In T we denote by T0 the open submanifold T-N where N is the set of all zero-vectors of M. If (x1, yl) and (x2, yl) are two points of T0 such that xl=x2 and yl=Xy2 for X>0, we shall say that these two points are equivalent.
We denote the quotient space of T0 by the equivalence relation by Q and its point, say a coset containing (x, y), by (x, Xy) . Q is also regarded as the bundle space of the tangent sphere bundle Q(M) over M and let q be the canonical projection Q-M of the bundle. Given a coordinate neighbourhood V of M, each point (x, Xy) of q-1(V) can be endowed as its coodinates with xi, Xyi, where xi, yi are the C-coordinates of (x, y) induced from V and X y mean homogeneous coordinates up to positive number. Such coordinates are also called C-coordinates in Q. Next, let us attach at every point (x, Xy) of Q the tangent vector space Mx of M at xEM and denote the attached space by M(x, Xy). (Note that the space M(x, Xy) is not related to the tangent space of Q at (x. Xy).) Let P(x, Xy) be the set of all n-frames in M(x, Xy) and put P=A(x,ry) EQP(x, Xy). Let p be the mapping P-Q which maps all ele vents of P (x, Xy) to (x, Xy). A point zEP can be thereby representel by (x. Xy, X1........ Xn) where (x, Xy)=p (z) and (X....... Xn) is an n-frame in M (x, Xy). Moreover, given a coordinate neighborhood V of M, we can endow each point (x, X y, X1...... Xn) of (qp)-1(V) with coordinates Xi, yX,.....X where xi, Xya are the C-coordinates of (x, X y) induced from V and X f are the components of a vactor Xf in V. Such coordinates are also called C-coordinates in P. P is also regarded as the bundle space of a principal fibre bundle with base space Q, standard fibre GL(n) and canonical projection p. We denote this bundle by PQ). In the spaces T, Q and P we admit their C-coordinate systems as allowable ones and we shall treat then as differentiable manifolds. Next, let us suppose that M has a Finsler metric, that is a continuous function L(x, y) definel on T, which satisfies the following conditions: 1) Lax, ty)=tJL(x, y) for any real number t. 2) Lx, y) is differentiable and positive on T0. Let V be any coordinate neighbourhood of M. In p-1(V)fT0 with the C-coordinate syste.n (x, y) we put Then are homogeneous functions of degree 0 with respect g to Then g
ii=gts(x, y) yi and hence are also regarded as functions in q-1(V). It is well known that all of then determine on M a covariant tensor field of degree 2 which is called the fundamental tensor field of M. If the matrix (gt j) is positive definite everywhere, we say that the Finsler metric is positive definite. We shall impose this condition upon our Finsler metric from now on. On the other hand, since we treat L(x, y) as the length of the vector y the lengths of curves (of class D1) are naturally defined, and by geodesics we mean the curves which satisfy Euler's differential equations, as is well-known. REMARK 1. In a connetei differe.atiable manifold, if the second countability axiom holds it always almits a positive deli site non-Rienannian Finsler metric, and the converse is also true (see Appendix).
As M has a positive definite Finsler metric we can moreover construct a subbundle of P(Q) as follows: Let V be any coordinate neighbourhood of M with coordinate systen (xi) and (x, Xy) be any point of q-1(V). In the tangent vector space Mx at xEV we define a scalar product of every two vectors/axe, d/ax by g(x, X y), and suppose that such Mz is attached at (x, Xy). Heoce it results that the vector spaces attached on Q are Euclidean. At any point (x, Xy) E Q, the unit vector y/L(x, y) considered as one of M (x, Xy) is called the supporting vector of M(x, Xy) and let P be the set of all orthonorrnal frames (X1....., X,) in all M (x, Xy) such that their n-th vectors X, consist of supporting vectors. Thea it follows that P° has subbundle structure of PQ). We denote the bundle by P0(Q) and the canonical projection p0-Q by p0(=pIF).
We denote, in general, any point (x, Xy, X1, ...., X) of P0 and its C-coordinates by (x, Ay, u1....., un) and x, Xyi, ui, ...., u, using u instead of X. Now take a point z= (x,y,u1.....,u2) of P0 and let xi, Xyi, ul..... uin, be its C-coordinates. Then it is clear that uiu=yi/L(rx, y), giguaz4=Say, guyi=0. Moreover let Z be any tangent vector of F0 at z. If we project Z by qp0, we get a tangent vector qp0(Z) of M at x and we denote by w1(Z) its components with respect to the frame (ui) of Mx, i. e. the frame (ui) of M(x, Ay) regarded as that of M (such a note is omitted from now on). Then it is easily verified that w are expressed by 1-forms wi=of dx' on F0 in terms of Ccoordinates where we have put v1uk=bk. Note that vn=oL/oy. where L=L(x, y), then we can find only one set of Xab, ubar which satisfy (1.2) dw=wnww+wj=Hwk. Moreover it is easily seen that wji and H f which satify the relation (1.2) do not exist except those of (1.1). Next 2) is proved from the facts that the matrix (d2Lf/ayiayk) is of rank n-1 and 1-forms vgduka (a<j) are linearly independent.
Let a=(al) be any element of 0(n) satisfying as=aan=0 and put beak =Sk. Let Ra be a right translation on P° by a. Then we can easily verify
ws=Raakwk. We shall now denote the matrix (wj) by w, and by R*w we mean the matrix (R*wji).
LEMMA 2. Ra*w=a-1 wa SKASHIWABARA PROOF. Fron (1.3) and Lemma 1,
. If we compare (1.4) with (1.5), for certain functions pjik(pjik=pkij) on P0 we obtain Ra*w=bjiwa+p(R*(0).
Using (1.3), the last equation can be written as (1.6) Raw=bwa+p1b'wh. On the other hand, from Lenna 1,
Substituting
(1.6) into this,
biwa+bw+bwa+bwh =EI1bcabiacjaqk(bnwlhahk+pnkbhwh).
Now, when we put
This implies wji+wij=Hijwnk+bhiAhklkwb3.
By applying Lemma 1, Alkd=0.
Therefore, if we put Bkij=EaHabiajaak,
Now, using Bn=0, we get pn=-PJk from (1.9), and hence Pnk=0. SD, putting k=n in (1.9) we get pnij=0, and fron (1.9), pk=0.
By applying this in (1.6) our assertion is proved.
Fron Lenma 1, the 1-forns o wa(ca<3), wa are linearly independent and the number is equal to the di nension of P0. Therefore, corresponding to the set of the 1-forms, the dual base i, e. a set of vector fields which we call their dual vector fields, does exist and we denote it by (Et, Ea, Ea). The vectors E1, Ea, Ea at a point span evidently the tangent vector space of P0 and an n-dimensional tangent vector subspace spanned by E only is said to be a natural subspace.
LEMMA 3. For thq vectors E, Ea(a</9), Ea at a point z= (x, Xy, u1, ...., un) of P0, 1) qp0(E)=ui, 2) vectors p0(E) at a point (x, Xy) E Q are linearly independent and are tangent to the fibre of QM) over x, 3) vectors Es are tangent to the fibre of P0(Q) over (x, Xy).
PROOF. As t.le j-th componeat of a vector qp0(Ea) with respect to a fraYne (ui) of Mx is cv(Es)=s, 1) holds good. Next, from c(Ea)=0, Ea is expressed by the following type:
where os and 7z mean essential parameters of the standard fibres 0(n-1) and S-1 of P3(Q) and QM) respectively. So, using w(E)=bra we see easily that 2) is true. Moreover, as it follows that Ea are of the type Ea8/a0, 3) is also clear.
LEMMA 4. Given a vertical vector Y of P0(Q) at z E P0, an element of the Lie algebra of the standard fi5re GL(n) of PQ) generated by Y has a matrix w(Y), as its components with respect to the natural frame of the Lie algebra.
PROOF. Let (xe, Xya, ui......ua) be a C-coordinate system at z. It is clear that w(Y)=vkdu (Y) and
This fact suffices to show our assertion. From now on, we shall treat the Euclidean vector spaces attached on Q as Euclidean spaces. Let 1 be a differentiable transformation of Q onto itself defined by the mapping ((x, Xy)-(x,-hy))
where-Xy means X(-y). Then, 1 induces for every point (x, Xy) E Q the mapping M(x, Xy)-M(x, -Xy) whose mutually corresponding points are of the sane point of Mx. We denote the mapping by I too. 1 induces moreover a differentiable transformation of P0, that is a mapping ((x, Xy, ul,....,un-I, ua)-(x,-hy, U].....,-u,a))of Ra P0 onto itself. It is also denoted by I.
LEMMA 5. The natural subspace field is invariant by the right translation and the differentiable tra isformation I on P0.
PROOF. We denote the natural subspace at z E P0 by Nz and put z=Raz. If XEN4, w(X)=0. Therefore, (Raw)(X)=0 by virtue of Lemma 2. Hence, w(RaX)=0.
So we have Ra•NZ=Nz. Next, from (1.1) we can easily show (1.11) 1*•wa=wa and Iwn= We put z=Iz.
Then (I*ro)(X)=0 by w(X)=0. Hence, w(1K=0. This shows IN4=Ne.
Euclidean eonneetions.
Let C be an isometric mapping between two infinitesimally neighbouring Euclidean spaces attached on Q, for which the following conditons are satisfied: 1) For a coordinate neighbourhood V of M and for each point u=(x, hy)Eq-1(V), if a frame (ei) in M(u)(=M(x, Xy) and u also denotes the origin of (es)) is the natural frame at x (its coordinates are xi) E V, we can find i-forms w1 in q1(V) such that C is determined by du=dxte and dez=c4ej. 2) C is invariant by 1, that is C=ICI. Such a mapping C is called an Euclidean connection in M. Moreover, an Euclidean connection in M, by which supporting vectors in Euclidean spaces attached at points on the sane fibre of Q(M) are never mutually parallelly mapped, is said to be regular. When an Euclidean connection is given in M and we express it in terms of orthonormal frames (ui) in M(u), u=(x, Xy) EQ, we can find 1-forms 4 on P0 such that the connection is determined by (A) du=Tr1ui, dui=jiujuj(7rl=mss).
A matrix 7- (4) is called its connection form on P, and by a horizontal subspace (in P0) at zEP0 we mean a tangent vector subspace consisting of all vectors X at z which satisfy n(X)=0. where ryjik, rjk are differentiable functions on P0 which satisfy the following conditions: 1) ry=0, ryik+ry=IJ) and 7zk+ryjk-0. 2) In a neighbourhood with C-coordinate system (xi, X y1, u.....,uin) of p0 there exist functions Gvc,t and of xi, Xyi only, which satisfy ryik=Gbcu of uk and ry Jibe, ubiucjjuk. 3) For a poiat zEF0 ryay (Iz)=-ryay(z), ryay(1z)=ryay(z) if any one of i, j, k, is n, 7zk(1z)=ryk(z), ryw(I.z)=-ryjik(z); if any two of i, j, k are n, 7k(1z)=ytk(z).
Further, if and only if the Euclidean connection is regular, det. ISa-rynblI(= det. ISa+7aI) =0.
PROOF. We shall first prove the necessity. B Lemma 1, w4(i<j) can be put w=E a<B7taa+7coa+rykw. As the condition a) must hold good, W(Y)=oJY) for any vertical vector Y of P0(Q). If we substitute a vector Ey(y<d) for Y we get E a<Sryja Say Ss= Siy518i.e. 7Y=Scy Sa.
Therefore, by using the condition b) we see that n are expressed by the type (B), i. e.
(2.1) 7rE=w+ryzkwk+yakw4, together with the relations ryin=0, ryJk+71k=71k+7k=0, which are our assertion 1). On the other hand, for zEP0 let x', Xy', ui...... un and xd hyi ui uin be C-coordinates of z and z(=Raz) respectively.
Then uz=ujkak. Let us put ryfk(z)=Grc(z,ubib uc uk, yik(z)=1I(zuufuk,
By using properties of a matrix a and Ra (see Lemma 2), we get
Now, fromn Lemma 2 the condition c) is equivalent to Rab+1)=a-(i+i)a.
If we substitute (2.2) into this, from Lemma 1 we get easily
This means that 2) holds true. Next we shall apply the condition d) to (2.1), then I*(wa+ryaywy+Yak wk) wa+ryaywy+Yakwk, j*.(wn+yanyw+Ywk)=-wn-rynywn-Yakklik. a+y+rnakak-wnawrna-rnakwk.
However, I*wa=wa and I*w9b=-wn. Using these together with (1.11) if we simplify the above relations, we get 1*.9Y=y av, j*rya-Yay, I*ryay=Yay, I*yan-Yan, P*ryar=lays I*yar=ryan, These relations are expressed as 3). So, th necessity has been proved, and the sufficiency is now clear from the above proof. Finally if det. la-ryesI=0 at a point z0 E P0, we can find a vector Z at z0 which is spanned by n-1 vectors Ea and satisfies wanr(Z)=0. This contradicts with the regularity. So, det. I ba-ynI=0 on P0. The converse is clear.
By Theorem 1 it is evident that a regular Euclidean connection (A) may exist satisfying yjik=0, i. e. the connection such that wji are expressed as REMARK 2. In an Euclidean connection (A) associated with (C), when we put rjik=-(1J2) II we get a Chern's connection defined by E. Cartan [1] [2]. We shall call this connection Cartan's connection. REMARK 3. There exists an infinite number of regular Euclidean connections, especially Chern's connections (see Appendix).
THEOREM 2. If a Chern's connection is given in M, its horizontal subspace field in F0 coincides with the natural subspace field. Conversely, an Euclidean connection of M whose horizontal subspace field in F0 coincides with the natural subspace field is a Chern's connection.
PROOF. We denote the given Chern's connection by (A) associated with (C). As the 1-ferns 7r(=w), 7ra(cr<(3), Ira on F0 are linearly independent from the regularty, their dual vector fields do exist, and we denote the ones corresponding to 7rl by Vi. Then we see easily Vi=Et.
Accordingly the former part is true.
In order to prove the latter part, we denote an Euclidean connection satisfying the given condition by (A) associated with (B). However this condition shows that 7r/(Ek)=0. Hence ryk=0. Therefore, 7r are expressed by the type (C). On the other hand, if det. ba+ryasI=0
at z0 E P0, we may find a vector Z of the type L-, as Ea+baba Ea at z0 satisfying 7r(Z) =0. This contradicts evidently with the given condition. Hence det. I Sa+rya 10. So the Euclidean connection in consideration is a Chern's con-nection. This is our assertion. THEOREM 3. In a regular Euclidean connection of M, a necessary and sufficient condition for it to be a Churn's connection is that it gives rise to no torsion when the supporting vector is parallelly displaced.
PROOF. We shall denote a Chern's connection by (A) associated with (C). Then, for the torsion (H) (Ht=d7rt-7rin7r) we have H8=-ywlnwa. Hence, IP(Z1, Zr)=0 for any vector fields Z1, Z2 which satisfy 7r(Z1)= 7rn(Z2)=0, because w(Z1)=w(Z2)=0.
This means that the condition of Theorem 3 for the torsion holds true.
Next, we denote a regular Euclidean connection which satisfies the condition for the torsion by (A) associated with (B). Now, this condition is equivalent to IP(ZI, Z) = 0 for any two vector fields Z1, Z2 which satisfy 7r(Z1)=7ra(Z2)=0.
However H=-rye &Awa-ykwA wk. By using this the given condition implies where (Ca) is the inverse matrix of (da+ryas). From (2.3) the following relations follow: (2.4) rnyaC3arynbn-YaCaYyryanryray=0, yaa7ESrySaCa(py7y+ySy=0, ryiraCa3ScI3a7nnjnS+rrdn=0, On the other hand, Ca(bY+ryya)=bs and hence (2.5) C3ay=by-Cy. By substituting (2.5) into (2.4)1 and using 1) (of Theorem 1), we get (2.6) 7nBs1=0. Next, substituting (2.5) into (2.4)1, (2.7) C3rYrynbd=Csryy. If we simplify (2.4) 3 by 1), (2.5) and (2.6), (2.8)-cBrn=Ydn. -C yryesyan. By (2.7) and 1), from (2.8)=0.
Again from (2.8), yab=0. By this and (2. 6), from (2.3) ryih-rykz. Moreover, by 1) we get y=0.
Therefore (B) is rewritten as 7T=wI+yak we. That is, the Euclidean connection in consideration becomes a Chern's connection. Our assertion has thereby been proved.
In M let lat)(0<t<1) be a curve of class C2 whose tangent vector x'(t) is not zero. Then a curve 1': (x(t), Xx'(t)) on Q is called the tangent curve of 1. If an Euclidean connection is given in M, a curve on the Euclidean space M(x0), 7z(0)) obtained by developing Euclidean spaces M(x(t), Xx'(t)) successively along l'-1 is called the naturally developed curve of 1.
LEMMA 6. For any integral curve g0(s) of a vector field Ea the curve g(s) =qp0(g0(s)) in M is a geodesic whose parameter s is curve-length. Conversely, for any geodesic g(s) (s: curve-length) there exists an integral curve g0(s) of En such that qp0(g0(s))=g(s).
PROOF. We shall first prove the former part. By Lenma 3 it follows directly that tangent vectors of g(s) are unit vectors. 5o, s is regarded as the curve-length of the curve g(s). If we put g'(s)=p0(g0(s)), then g'(s) is the tangent curve of g(s). By this and Theoren 2, when Cartan's connection is given we see easily that the naturally developed curve of g(s) is a straight line. Therefore g(s) is a geodesic of M, i. e. the former part is true. Next, if we use the fact that, when a point of M and there a direction are given, a geodesic passing through the point and having the direction is completely determined, the latter part is easily verified.
THEOREM 4. In a regular Euclidean connection (A) associated with (B), a necessary and sufficient condition that the naturally developed curves of all geodesics be straight lines is that ryan=0 (cf. Proof of Remark 3, Appendix).
PROOF. At first, by the regularity the 1-forms w(=o), n3a(c</Q), 7a are linearly independent on P0. Hence their dual vector fields do exist, and we denote the one corresponding to 7a by Vn. In the vector field Vn let h0 be any of its integral curves, and put h'=p0(h0), h=q(h').
From di(Va)= we see that the curve h' is the tangent curve of h, and the naturally developed curve of h is a straight line.
Assume now that the naturally developed curves of geodesics are of straight lines. From this and the regularity, we can easily see that the curve h is a geodesic. So, by Lemma 6 there exists an integral curve of the field Ea, which is mapped onto h' by p0. Hence we can find a vertical vector field Y of P0(Q) which satisfies Va=Y+Etm at each point of P0. However =0. So, from Lemma 3 we get Yan=0. The necessity has thereby been proved, and the sufficiency is now clear.
COROLLARY. In any Chern's connection, the naturally developed curves of all geodesics are straight lines.
(This is also verified from Lemma 6 and Theorem 2.)
In P(Q), let z be a point of P0 and let xi, Xyi, X1...... Xn be C-coordinates of z. In such a C-coordinate system, if we vary the coordinates Xyt only, leaving x X.......
Xi fixed, a submanifold of P is obtained. We denote it by S(z). If we project a vector Ew at z on the tangent space of S(z) (with respect to the fibre), we obtain a vector of the type Ei-1 bia/aTt(put as=0 in (1.10)). We denote this by Fna. Moreover we denote by Lij* the vertical vector fields of P(Q) generated from the vectors L which form the natural frame in the Lie algebra of the standard fibre GL(n). Next, given a Chern's connection ins M, the horizontal subspaces on P and so on are defined as defined in P0.
THEOREM 5. Given in M a Chern's connection (A) associated with (C), then its horizontal subspace in P at a point zEP0 is spanned by the natural subspace and n-1 linearly independent vectors Fa-Ey Lji* at z. Proof. When we consider on P the given Chern's connection, we assume that it is expressed by du=BX1, dX1=BijXj.
Now let (xiXyX...,X') and (x,Xyi,ui1...uin) be the C-coordinate systems in P and P0 respectively induced from a coordinate neighbourhood of M. Then we have following relations: 0i=Ydx, 0ji=YjkdXki-YjkdudkavhlX+YujrvlbXi, where we have put Yk When we consider the restriction of the 1-forms 9i, 8ji, on P0 we shall denote them by as0, 8ji. Then, 0i0=wi=wi, eto=vkdX-vidug+rf-vkdZc+ryawa(mod wi).
However, as the 1-forms wi, 9ji0, wa are linearly independent, their dual vector fields in P defined on P0 do exist We denote then by Ki, Kji0, Kna respectively. These vectors at zEP0 span the tangent space of P and at the point we have the following relations:
(2.9) Ki=Ei, Kji0=Lji*, Ka=Fa-Ei,jyaji*. This is easily verified by w(E)=bk, 8(E)=(vlhdXk-viiduk+7r-)(Ei)=0, wnB(Ei)=0, metric. For each point x E M, we denote by Qlx) a countable dense subset in the fibre of Q(M) over x and we regard Q(x) as the set of unit vectors at x. Let o be a fixed point of M(x) and we describe as a broken geodesic a curve obtained by joining a finite number of geodesic-arcs (which we call simply its arcs). Let t be the set of all broken geodesics starting from the point o such that, any of their arcs has a vector of Qx') as the tangent vector at the initial point x' and a rational number as the length. Let I be the set of terminal points of all broken geodesics of Q, than Q is evidently countable.
We shall prove that 'T is dense in M. For xEM-I, join o and x with a broken geodesic 1, and cover l by a finite number of simple convex neighbourhoods.
(By a simple convex neighbourhood we mean a neighbourhood V such that any two points in V are joined by only one geodesic-arc wholly contained in V.) In these neighbourhoods we denote the union set by W. If we consider broken-geodesics of cI) contained in W, we can find a subset of Q which has x as a accumlating point. Hence, P is a countable dense subset of M. However, since M is a metric space similarly as in Riemannian case, the second countability axiom holds in M.
PROOF OF REMARK 3. Let M be an n-dimensional connected differentiable manifold with a positive definite Finsler metric. Let V be any coordinate neighbourhood of M. and let (x1, Xyi, u....... un) be the C-coordinate system of (qp0)-1(V) induced from V. We can find a differentiable skew-symmetric covariant tensor field S of degree 2 on M whose carrier is compact and whose components Sin V are expressed as functions in q(V) satisfying Sbc(x, Xy) =Sbc(x, -Xy).
If we put there then we obtain functions ha3 defined on P0 and their carriers are compact. Hence there exists a constant E(=0) such that del. lda-=0 on P0. Further we can find a differentiable covariant tensor field II of degree 3 on M whose cocnponents Hbc1 in V are expressed as functions in q-1(V) satisfying Hbca=-Hcbd and Hbcd(x, Xy)=Hbcd(x, -Xy). Using the above we shall put 7z=-2Lgnc+9Lcubuiuik, T=HbCiubirunjunk.
Then we obtain also functions 7jk and rjiky defirnei on P0. 
